
 

 
 
 

 

Lead Maintenance Technician  
Mt. Carmel Apartments, Worcester, MA 

 

 

Maloney Properties has once again been voted one of the “Top 10 Places to Work” by the 

Boston Globe for 2020.  This is largely due to our continuous staff support, our leading-edge 

technologies and our extraordinary work culture.  Our focus for facilities and maintenance is 

based on comprehensive preventive maintenance plans, and we provide staff the tools and 

training they need for success.  We offer an exciting opportunity for skilled maintenance leaders 

to be part of team while working independently and bringing staff to a higher level. 

This Position 

We have opportunities for ambitious individuals who take pride in the work they do 

We offer personized training in all disciplines pertaining to facility management 

We offer worker independence, working within a carefully develop facility management 

program that allows and encourages our staff to utilize their talents and expend their knowledge.   

We recognize and respect hard working employees and we look to provide the support to allow 

all our staff to feel valued and appreciated. 

Our goal is for our staff to enjoys their work environment and come to work each day looking 

forward to the challenges. 

You will find MPI offers excellent benefits and compensation.  You will have overtime 

opportunities. 

Responsibilities 

Work with a team of professionals to meet the maintenance needs of properties. 

The position will allow you to work independently working with a group of individuals to meet 

the standards we always try to achieve. 

If you feel you have the basic maintenance skills and you feel your skills are not being 

recognized, please consider joining our team.  We assure you proactive individual have 

tremendous growth opportunities with Maloney.  Come meet with our Facilities Management 

team to find out more details. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

We believe in helping people create happy homes and thriving communities by providing 

exceptional real estate services delivered with expertise, flexibility and integrity.     

 

Apply now: 

 

https://recruit.hirebridge.com/v3/application/applink.aspx?cid=6584&jid=531105 
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